BI 358 Discussion Session 6

:00  I. Announcements  E-mail draft of paper to:
    Conor  conoro@uoregon.edu  (10 am + 12 n A-L) or
    Emile  srutherf@oregon.edu  (12n M-Z + 2 pm)
    Also e-mail copies to section members for feedback
    (.doc or .docx files). Presentations next discussion!

:05  II. Study  🕒 for Quiz. Q?

:20  III. Quiz 3

:35  IV. Class Presentations next discussion session! Q?
    Tips for presentations? See DLN pp 1-2 for help!
    Keep it short and sweet! 😊
    Grading scale = ½ instructors + ½ peers
    For sample scoring sheet, see DLN p x.

:40  V. Group I Exchange: Feedback on papers. Any major
    problems to discuss? If not, OK to be brief now, give
    state of paper or how far along, but follow-up with
    more detailed e-mails to each other later. Again, this
    is part of the participation score.